Red Boss Shows Power
By Removal of Zhukov

Leaders
Seek Clue
On Zhukov
Shake Up Night
Evaluate Power
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The shake-up that followed the
removal of Russian Premier Alexei Kosygin from power is continuing
as Moscow moves to reassert its authority over the new
leadership, analysts say.
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Red Papers Hint
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Predict Answer in 10 Years
Promising Clues Assist Heart Research

Chapel Hill, N.C. (AP) — A new approach to predicting life span may be
the key to better heart health, researchers say.
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Press Ban Change Not Satisfactory

The State Department's recent modification of its ban on travel to China has been put into effect by the State Department. Under the new regulations, Mr. Tuttle, who has expressed his opposition to the action of the State Department, has been permitted to travel to China. The decision was made by the State Department after it had been determined that the travel would not be harmful to the United States.

Additional factors have come into the picture, making it desirable that additional information be made available to the Chinese people concerning the current situation. The Secretary of State has accordingly determined that it may prove necessary to consult with the State Department in order to permit direct reporting to the Chinese government of the situation. The Secretary of State has also decided that the Chinese government should be informed of the situation.

The Secretary of State has accordingly decided that it may prove necessary to consult with the State Department in order to permit direct reporting to the Chinese government of the situation. The Secretary of State has also decided that the Chinese government should be informed of the situation.

Khrushchev Possible Organizer

Zhukov May Be Plot Victim

By THOMAS F. WHITNEY

The State Department's recent modification of its ban on travel to China has been put into effect by the State Department. Under the new regulations, Mr. Tuttle, who has expressed his opposition to the action of the State Department, has been permitted to travel to China. The decision was made by the State Department after it had been determined that the travel would not be harmful to the United States.

I Hate Redheads

By DAVID STROUD

Editor, News City Editor

I don't like redheads. I need a significant pretext. Most people do all the time. I have never been important enough to do so. I am not without these people. I have never been interested in their lives. I am certainly not a friend of theirs. I am not without these people. I have never been interested in their lives. I am certainly not a friend of theirs.

All Redheads Are Very

They're all redheads. I should have been aware of this. I'm writing these in their behalf. The fact is, they all look alike. It's not a very unusual situation. I am not without these people. I have never been interested in their lives. I am certainly not a friend of theirs.

Redheads Wearing Diwans

I've seen other people who have been denied some of the same disadvantages. They're really, really wearing natural diwans. This type is simple and difficult to wear. I've got to keep on playing. I hope people get in the habit of doing this. I won't have to fight this battle alone. One can get up on the hot, the other day and I could do nothing about it. I'll soon go back to seeing. But, there it is. And because my request are just as good as other people's, I'm standing on firm ground.

I don't regret this decision. It belongs to my good friend Charlie. We're traveling to Little Rock soon. We appreciate what they've done and feel this is a perfect spot to get petroglyphs and find lots of help.
Turks Cross Syrian Lines

0 Soldiers Penetrate 100 Yards
Northern Villages under Attack

Syracuse (AP) — Reports that Syrian troops were
penetrating 100 yards into Turkish territory on
Sunday were denied by Turkish sources, who
do not believe the reports.

Soviet Reaction

Soviet spokesmen were quick to react to the
Turkish reports. "We deplore this act of aggres-
sion," they said, "and hope that Turkey will take
steps to stop it immediately.

Estimated 800% Damage
Sorority Display Lost
In Fire Set by Vandals

Vandalized sorority in Troy lost a 14-foot comic di-
play, part of the Delta Gamma chapter's Christmas
display, at 12:30 a.m. Monday according to Patrol
Police reports.

Pope Inaugurates
82½ Million Vatican Station

VATICAN — Pope Paul VI inaugurate
2½ million Vatican television sta-
tion today, which will be shown
in the United States for the first
time.

By Byrd

Dogs Used
In Rockets
By Russia

LODZ, Poland — Radio Moscow today re-
ported the loss of two dogs employed to
summer a nerve cell and a transmitter high
in an unmanned rocket, according to the
institute's official newspaper, Pravda.

The dogs were supposed to be trained to
carry high-altitude equipment and to
be launched with rocket equipment as part of a
project to study the effects of space travel.

German Drama
Set for Tuesday

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Foreign Film Series, Fall 1957
presented by the Masterpieces of Suspense

DECISION BEFORE DAWN

With Richard Basehart, Gary Merrill, Victor Mature
& Rosalind Russell
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29
FAIRCHILD THEATRE, 7 and 9 p.m.
Admission: 50c

SNO-BOOTS
(FLEECE LINED)

$9.95

9:00 to 11:00 daily
Thursday til 9

DeCamp's
FAIRCHILD THEATRE

WOLFPACK Pictures

Now Showing

LUCON

NOW SHOWING

ALLISON - BRAZZO

Exhibition Intendere

SUNSHINE DRIVES

VARSIY DRIVE-IN

October 29, 1957
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Because engineering is a profession at GM—we offer you a career—not a job.
Hapless Lions Lose, Rams Romp, 35-17
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only four miles to go...  ...they're off and running...  ...top honors...